Abstract

This bibliography records books and articles on the use of graphics in \TeX\ documents.

Title word cross-reference

3 [Fin03, Fin04, Gon04, Roe97].
-\textit{dimensional} [Fin03, Fin04].
158 [Moo98]. 1989 [Ano89].
2-\textit{dimensional} [Kri97]. 2004 [SBH+04].
25th [SBH+04].
3DLDF [Fin03, Fin04].
7th [Zla92].

ABC [Tob88b]. ACM [SIG77, SIG79].
ACM/SIGGRAPH [SIG77, SIG79].
Advanced [Her81]. Adventures [KM84].
algorithm [Ple99]. animations [Roe97].
Annual [SBH+04]. ANSI [Ame85].
Applications [Cla90]. applied [BR89].
Approach [Har83, Har87, MB91].
Archeologia [Rah87a]. Asymptote [HBP04].
August [SBH+04]. auspices [Rah87a]. AWK [Van86].

Barbara [USE97]. bars [Sch89]. Based [Nel85, HBP04]. biomedical [BR89]. bit [Tob85].
bitmaps [Föß91]. books [MB91].
Box [Van88]. boxed [Rec96]. bridge [vdL89]. Brush [Hob86]. \backslash [VR87].

C [SGN88]. California [USE97].
Calligraphy [Her67, Tob83]. can [vdL96b].
captions [Rec96]. Cartography [Her69].
Cemetery [Rah87a]. Center [And89].
challenge [Rog89]. Chemical [HO87, NO90, Ram90, Fuj95].
Color [DRB89, Cor89]. Combining [Pic90a, Pic90b]. commands [Spr85].
Commercial [Nes87]. Committee [SIG77, SIG79, RH89]. Companion
[GRM97, Rog97]. compatible [Pic90a]. comprehensive [BR89]. Computer
[Ame85, Ame88, EKP84, FvD82, Har83, Har87, Her81, Her72, Knu86c, RS87, WH76, Rog89, Tob83]. Computers [Her67]. Conference
[SBH+04, USE97, Zla92, Spr85]. Congrès [Ano89]. Constraint [Nel85].
Constraint-Based [Nel85]. constructing [Wal88]. Contribution [WH76]. Cookbook
[Ado85b]. Coordinates [WH76]. Creating [Roe97]. crosswords [Ham90]. cutting [SBL89].

d [Gon04, Roe97], DDA [Sal89], degli [Rah87a], dell’Arte [Rah87a]. Description
[Ame87, DRB89]. Descriptors [DRB89]. Design [Rei88, OB89, Tob87].
Designing [Tob88a]. dessin [Hob01]. devices [Tob88a]. Diagram [Rey87]. diagrams
[Jef91, Lev90, MB91, Ohl95, Ram90]. Diffusion [Knu87a]. Digital
[Kar87, Knu87a, SBH+04, UI87, Knu87b]. Digitized [Hob86], dimensional
[Fin03, Fin04, Kri97]. Directions [Knu79]. Discovering [Dam92]. Discussion [Spr85].
Display [Tuf83], distributions [Car96]. do [vdL96b]. Document [Lam85]. Documents
[GRM97, Hoe90, Rec96, Dam92, Sch90, Wei92]. doggerel [Tob85]. Domain
[USE97]. Domain-Specific [USE97]. Dot [Knu87a]. Draft [Ame88], draw [Ham90].
Drawing [BKW89, Hob95, KH97, Ohl95, Fin03, Fin04, Fuj95, Lev90, MB91, Ple99, Ren87, Wic88, Sch98]. Driver
[Bee87, Nic91, RH98, Sch91]. DVI
[RH98, Bee87, Sch91]. DVIPDF [Les97]. DVIPS [Arb86]. DVITOPS [Cla89].

editor [Wal88]. EEPIC [Kwo88]. effects [Tob88b]. Electronic [NO90]. empirical
[Tob87]. Encoding [Cor89]. Enhancements [Pod86]. Environment
[Nes87, Pod86, Kwo88, Sch89]. EPS [Rec96].Erratum [Moo98]. Errors [Knu88].
European [Zla92]. EuroTeX [Zla92]. Extensions [Kwo88].

faces [Wuj88]. Family [Bee87, Tob84]. Feynman [Lev90, Ohl95]. Figures
[BS90, Hoe90, Kne91, Rec96, Rec96]. File
[CC88]. Floating [Rec96, Kne91]. Font
[HG83]. Fonts [Hoe98, WH76, Win90, Knu87b, Tob84]. Format [CC88]. Formats [Kar87].
formatted [Wei92]. Formatter [HO87]. formule [Ram90]. Formulas
[H087, Fuj95]. FORTRAN
[Her69, Her70, BR89]. Foundations [RS87]. Frank [Rog97]. Functional [Ame87].
Fundamentals [FvD82]. Further [Wuj88].
generation [Win90]. Getting [Kar88]. GKS [Ame85, EKP84, HGDS83, HGDS86].
Glue [Van86]. GNUPLOT
[Kot90, WKC+90]. Goossens [Rog97]. GRAP [BK86], graph [Hob01].
graphic [Nic91, SIG77, SIG79]. Graphical
[Ame85, Ame88, HGDS83, HGDS86]. Graphics [Ame85, Ame88, Bee89, EKP84, FvD82, GRM97, Har83, Har87, Hoe98, Kne85, OB89, Kne97, WH76, And89, BR89, Ber90, CSB89, Cla92, Dam92, Ehr86, HBP04, Kar88, Ker82, vdL96b, Lev90, Moo97, Moo98, Pic90a, Pic90b, Rec96, Rog89, Kri97, Sch90, Sow91, Wal88, Wei92, Wil89, Les97, Spr85, Car96, Ren89, vdL96a].
grappiques [Ano89]. Graph
[FSDK, Hob95, BK84, BK86, Ple99]. Greece [SBH+04]. Group [SBH+04].
Guide [Bee80, Lam85, OQL88].

2
quality [Moo97, Moo98]. Quantitative [Tuf83].


Tables [WH76]. Tag [CC88]. Techniques [WH76]. \TeX [And89, OB89, Pic90b, Van88, SBH+04, Car81]. \TeX-formatted [Wei92]. \TeX/\LaTeX [HO87]. \TeXbook [Knu86a]. \TeX — [vdL96b, vdL96a, Spr85]. \TeXhax [Spr85]. \text {texpic} [OB89]. Text [HO87, NO90, MB91, Rah87b].
text-processing [Rah87b], texts [KM87, KM84, \LaTeXyl [Ren87]. TIFF [CC88]. tools [Rah87b, Car96]. tour [Car96]. traditional [Sim90]. Trajectories [Hob86]. TransFig [BS90]. trees [BKW89, Epp85]. \TROFF [KM84, Ker81]. TUG [SBH+04]. tures [Wic88]. Turtle [vdL96b]. Tutorial [Ado85b, Kot90]. Type [WH76]. Typefaces [Kar87, Knu86c]. Typesetter [KM84, Ker81]. Typesetter-Independent [KM84, Ker81]. Typesetting [HO87, Knu79, WH76, BK84, BK86, Ker82, App88, vdL89]. Typographic [Her70]. Typography [Her81, Her72, Her69, SBH+04].

Unbound [Hoe98]. Understanding [Bro85, Hol87]. undertaken [Rah87a].

Unione [Rah87a]. UNIX [AT&T83]. Use [Nes87]. User [Bee80, Cla89, Hob04, Lam85, OQL88, Arb88, Rey87, Fin03, Fin04]. Users [SBH+04]. Uses [Cla90, Sim90]. using [F¨oß94, Moo97, Moo98, Rec96]. utilisateur [Hob01].


Window [Jon89, OQL88, SGN88]. World [Rot88].
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